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Discontinuity in the transport of strongly correlated two-dimensional hole systems
in zero magnetic field
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Adopting undoped ultraclean two-dimensional hole systems, we approach a strongly correlated limit by
reducing the carrier density down to 1 × 109 cm−2. The temperature dependence of the resistivity as a function
of the carrier density reveals a characteristic energy scale displaying a benchmark critical behavior near a critical
density of pc ∼ 4 × 109 cm−2. The insulating state below pc exhibits a sharp resistance discontinuity in response
to heating across a critical temperature Tc1 ∼ 30 mK, consistent with a first-order transition. The dc response
also identifies a second critical temperature Tc2 where linear IV behavior is recovered. Similar effects are also
demonstrated by varying an external electric field. The results support a complex quantum phase transition with
intermediate phases.
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The behaviors of electrons in solids are profoundly in-
fluenced by electron-electron interaction. The strongly corre-
lated regime draws special interest because the correlation can
fundamentally modify the system by giving rise to remarkable
many-body effects even to the point of driving quantum phase
transitions (QPTs). Effects associated with such QPTs are
fundamental to expanding frontiers in areas such as Wigner
crystal (WC) [1], magnetism, nonconventional superconduc-
tivity, and topological matters. QPTs in two-dimensional (2D)
systems are anticipated to be complicated because of the
restricted quasi-long-range order and the associated symmetry
breaking [2,3] that tend to drive a complex phase diagram.
For example, a melting transition via a correlated intermediate
phase has been predicted for the classical case [4–9]. Experi-
mental results in the degenerate limit [10–19] have so far been
insufficient for making identifications of clear signatures ac-
companying a phase transition, even though claims of a liquid-
solid transition involving WCs were made [11,15,18,19]. This
study focuses on the transport response in strongly correlated
2D systems in an ultralow disorder limit. Evidence of a phase
transition is presented through both critical behaviors and
sharp resistance discontinuities.

In correlated systems, effects stemming from disorders
often complicate the situation through disorder localization
[20]. Nevertheless, Anderson insulators differ from insulators
caused by interaction (i.e., pinned WC cases). The interaction
effect, reflected by rs = m∗e2/ε h̄2√π p, becomes prominent
only at low charge densities p. Taking the WC for example,
the anticipated rs � 37 [21] corresponds to ultradilute p, i.e.,
�5 × 109 cm−2 for GaAs 2D holes (or �8 × 108 cm−2 for
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electrons). The effective mass m∗ is ∼0.3-0.35 [22,23]. Local-
ization easily occurs as the corresponding Fermi energy EF =
nπ h̄2/m∗ �30 μeV falls below the typical disorder potential
eVdis ∼ 0.1 meV. e is the electron charge and ε is the dielectric
constant. In addition, disorder screening is weakened because
the large average charge spacing 2a, where a = 1/

√
π p �

100 nm, becomes comparable to the screening length. As a re-
sult, the interaction effect is often overwhelmed. Experimental
proof of such a disorder localization, i.e., in the insulating
side of the 2D metal-to-insulator transition (MIT) [24], is
the variable range hopping (VRH) transport [25,26] at finite
temperatures T : σ (T ) = σ0 exp (−T ∗/T )1/γ (γ = 2, 3). T ∗
measures the difference to the mobility edge. The activated
T dependence, however, is different from a phase transition in
which discontinuity is anticipated [27].

The situation becomes more intriguing when disorder is
further reduced and interaction is no longer a perturbation.
Insulators other than the Anderson localization are found
[28,29]. Previous experimental findings, i.e., in relation to
thermal melting [11,15], mostly support a smooth transition
or crossover without observing any singularity. Because the
systems are often weak insulators [11] and the translational
correlation length ξ is too small to support genuine long-range
orders, the collective modes [18,19] alone are insufficient
to clear up ambiguity associated with possible intermediate
phases. Though the disorder effects are not yet well under-
stood in this limit, they certainly contribute to reducing the
long-range orders, as well as lowering the critical temperature
(Tm) for a melting transition [9,27,30]. Therefore, accessing
strongly correlated effects depends critically on the suppres-
sion of the disorders as suggested by recent studies [9,31].

Because doping is a major source of disorder in
semiconductors, undoped 2D hole systems, in (100)
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FIG. 1. T dependence of ρ for p = 1.2, 1.5, 1.8, 2.3, 2.8, 4.0, 4.9,
6.4, 9.5, and 12.5 × 109 cm−2. Inset: Carrier density p is determined
via the magnetoresistance and the Hall resistance. (b) ρ(T ) for p =
6.4 × 109 cm−2. (c) ρ(T ) taken from Ref. [15] showing insulating
behavior for p = 6.4 × 109 cm−2.

GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunction-insulated-gate field-effect tran-
sistors (HIGFETs), are adopted for this study to reduce dis-
orders down to the background level of the crystal growth
chamber. At the heterointerface, accumulation of ultradilute
2D hole carriers down to p = 6 × 108 cm−2 is realized
[29,32] by solely biasing a top metal gate d ∼ 700 nm
above the 2D plane. With d � a, the reduction of rs by
dipolar screening [33] is minimized. The sample contains
6 mm × 0.8 mm Hall bars fabricated with a lithographic
technique [34,35]. p at each fixed gate bias is determined by
the quantum Hall measurement. The inset of Fig. 1(a) is for
p = 1.78 × 1010 cm−2.

The T dependence of the resistivity ρ(T ), measured with
the four-probe ac lock-in technique, is shown in Fig. 1(a) for
a number of p from 1.2 to 10.2 × 109 cm−2. The current
excitation is maintained � 1 nA to avoid heating. The mea-
surement was carried out in both a dilution refrigerator and a
helium-3 cryostat to cover a temperature range from ∼0.02 to
∼10 K. ρ(T ) reaches a local minimum (Tmin) that varies from
1.6 to 1.8 K for the range of p. ρ(T ) rises, or dρ/dT < 0,
below Tmin. Two different behaviors occur at lower T known
as the signatures of the MIT: the delocalization effect renders a
metal-like state, with dρ/dT > 0, for p greater than a critical
value pc ∼ 4 × 109 cm−2, while for p < pc, ρ rises sharply
with decreasing T .

We notice the pc here is significantly lower than what is
typically observed [15,36]. A comparison is drawn with a
previous study of doped p-type GaAs 2D systems of similar
heterostructures [15]. For p = 6.4 × 109 cm−2 (or rs ∼ 30)
in particular, an insulator was found and interpreted as a WC
phase in Ref. [15] [dotted red line in Fig. 1(c)]. However, a
metal state is observed here, as shown in Fig. 1(b), with ρ

well below h/e2. The reduction of disorder has clearly made
the difference. We note that among nine different samples
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FIG. 2. (a) Tmax vs p. The dotted line represents a nonlinear fit to
A × (p − pc )B. (d) The result in (b) replotted as a function of rs, with
m∗ taken between 0.3m0 and 0.35m0.

(from different wafers) tested, there is only a slight variation
in pc = (4.3 ± 0.3) × 109 cm−2.

As shown in Fig. 1(a), all metallic states start below a
certain characteristic temperature, referred to as Tmax since it
is where ρ(T ) peaks, that varies with p. Tmax is ∼113 mK
for p = 6.4 × 109 cm−2 as shown by Fig. 1(b). Tmax as a
function of p is plotted in Fig. 2(a). The dashed line is a
nonlinear fit (R2 ≈ 0.9997) to A × ( p−pc

pc
)α with fitting param-

eters A = 187.62 ± 4.2 and the exponent α = 0.46 ± 0.05.
The abrupt collapse of Tmax at pc of (4.62 ± 0.04) × 109 cm−2

represents a benchmark critical behavior. Figure 2(b) provides
the corresponding rs value, which is approximately 40.

Note that rs depends on the m∗, which is not precisely
known in the dilute limit due to the influences of the band
mass (involving band mixing of light- and heavy-hole bands)
and the spin-orbit coupling [37]. Here, we simply provide a
range (shaded region) for m∗ = 0.3-0.35m0 which produces
a critical rs between 37 and 42. This range is moderately
higher than the predicted onset point of the WC based on
quantum Monte Carlo simulations [21] without considering
the disorder effects.

The insulating behavior for p < pc is compared with
Fig. 1(a) on double-logarithmic scales. Figure 3(a) shows the
conductivity σ (T ) = 1/ρ(T ) for p = 1.2 × 109 cm−2 for T
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FIG. 3. (a) ln σ (T ) vs ln T for p = 1.2 × 109 cm−2 in compar-
ison to an activated behavior for p = 1.6 × 109 cm−2. (b) ρ(T )
measured with different Id . Dotted lines are a guide to the eye. The
shaded region marks a sharp jump in ρ. Inset: discontinuity in the
differential resistance rd vs T .
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from 1 K down to 30 mK. A nonactivated power-law T de-
pendence [29] is observed for T � 300 mK. For comparison,
an activated behavior found in a more disordered sample is
also plotted—σ (T ) plummets exponentially by more than five
orders of magnitude for the same T range. The ac signal
excitation for this measurement is 0.5 nA. The influences due
to the level of the current excitation have not been adequately
addressed previously.

Despite the large rs ∼ 60−70, the nonactivated σ (T )
shown in Fig. 3(a) exhibit no clear features reflecting a
phase transition. On the contrary, the resistance, ∼500 k	

at 30 mK, is low enough to support a strongly corre-
lated liquid [29]. We first wondered whether this is related
to the liquid reentrant behaviors at large rs arising from
the gate screening effect, which reduces the Coulomb in-
teraction e2 p1/2 to dipolar interaction e2d2 p3/2. However,
this is ruled out by the below dc results because a dis-
continuity emerges in response to the change in signal
excitation.

For p ∼ 3 × 109 cm−2, ρ is measured at various T with a
dc-IV technique. Adopting a femtoampere low noise source
and an electrometer preamp with an input impedance of 1015

	, ρ(T ) is measured at various fixed current drives (Id ): 1,
3, 10, 20, 35, and 100 pA. As shown in Fig. 3(b), when Id =
100 pA is applied, ρ(T ) recovers the power law, consistent
with the ac results. However, when Id = 35 pA is used, a
jump appears around 30 mK (shaded region), and it becomes
increasingly stronger when less Id is used.

For Id � 3 pA, ρ(T ) becomes piecewise and a disconti-
nuity appears via a jump of ∼65 M	 over less than 2 mK
temperature change. The inset shows the differential resis-
tance dV/dI as a function of T measured with 1 pA drive.
Discontinuity in general is a signature of first-order phase
transitions occurring across the phase boundaries. These in-
sulating states are further examined with the dc measurement
shown later. The location of the discontinuity is approximately
T ∼ 30 mK, which is referred to as the critical temperature
Tc1. Current-induced heating is definitely ruled out because
of the discontinuity. It is worth noting that below Tc1 the
resistance is extremely sensitive to the change in the drive up
to 20 pA. The tiny current requirement, �3 pA, for observing
the discontinuity indicates that there is a critical excitation
level above which the system is modified. Within the critical
excitation, the T dependence at T < Tc1 is slight, ∼1 M	 per
mK, compared to the discontinuity.

On the other hand, the ρ(T ) behavior above Tc1 draws a
contrast because the Id dependence significantly weakens and
is eventually washed out above 43 mK. The T dependence fol-
lows a general power law, distinct from the T < Tc1 scenario.
T = 43 mK is referred to as Tc2. As shown below, Tc2 actually
marks a qualitative change in the dc-IV response.

Nonlinear dc-IV is performed for p ∼ 3 × 109 cm−2 at
various T . The technique is well known for studying the
pinned charge density waves (CDWs) [38]. Most previous
studies with 2D semiconductor systems found weak insulators
[11,15] in contrast to the pinned CDWs. Our dc-IV results are
shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4(a) shows the dc-IV obtained below
Tc1, at 28 mK, for p ∼ 3 × 109 cm−2. The derivative shown
in Fig. 4(b) captures an enormous subthreshold differential
resistance dV/dI up to ∼110 M	, comparable to that of

FIG. 4. (a) dc-IV measured for p ∼ 3 × 109 cm−2 (or rs ∼ 50),
and (b) shows the derivative dV/dI . (c) Comparison of dc-IV behav-
iors obtained at T = 28, 32, and 43 mK. (d) dc-IV for p > pc. Inset:
the same plot on the same scales as (c).

pinned CDWs. The current corresponding to the threshold
voltage Vth ∼ 0.25 mV is just ∼2−3 pA. dV/dI plummets
by two orders of magnitude when V exceeds Vth.

The subthreshold resistance shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)
supports a transport response primarily in the form of potential
energy because of the negligible current (�1 pA). Because
Anderson localization is excluded in our case, we consider
the pinning scenario. Setting eVth equal to the sum of all
the single-particle potential energy ε = eVth/L, the average
particle displacement l (from the equilibrium) is found to
be ∼0.13a, where a = 1/

√
π p ∼ 100 nm. L ∼ 1 mm is the

distance over which the electric field is applied. ε is approx-
imately 3.5 neV, which is approximately 10−3 of kBTc1 and
4 × 10−6 of the Coulomb energy Ec.

Because a true long-range order is prohibited in two dimen-
sions [2], we consider quasi-long-range correlation length ξ .
For the cases of charge pinning, ξ scales with dV/dI up to Vth

and can be estimated at Vth by balancing the total potential
energy Nε and the pinning energy −(1/2)κa [11,12]. κ =
0.245e2 p3/2/4πε0ε is the sheer modulus and N = pξ 2 is the
particle numbers within a single domain. Utilizing the average
particle displacement l found earlier, N is estimated as ∼105,
which corresponds to ξ � 50 μm.

Figure 4(c) shows how the IV behavior evolves in response
to the increase of T . At T = 32 mK, the subthreshold dV/dI
drops substantially to ∼10 M	, nearly one-tenth of that mea-
sured at 28 mK, even though a softer nonlinearity is retained.
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The measured current rises rapidly around V = 0.15 mV. The
nonlinear IV diminishes upon reaching T � Tc2. The recovery
of the linear behavior is consistent with previous reports
[11,12,15] interpreted as the onset of an isotropic liquid. Note
that the linear behavior should not be confused with a metal
since the differential resistance remains approximately 2M	

well beyond h/e2. Viscous flow in strongly correlated liquids
is a likely candidate, and relevant theoretical work can be
found in Ref. [39]. It is worth noting that the differential
resistance, which measures the dynamical response, acquires
approximately the same value for all three temperatures when
the current drive is beyond 25 pA. The value of the differential
resistance at this point agrees with the resistance under a
thermal effect above 40 mK shown in Fig. 3(b). It therefore
indicates that increasing the electric field results in similar
changes to the electron states, even though it does not produce
a clear discontinuity as observed in the thermally driven
case.

Based on the results shown in both Figs. 3 and 4, it is clear
that the discontinuity at Tc1 separates a strong and a weak
insulator. Both insulators are different from the unpinned
situation above Tc2. Therefore, an intermediate state between
Tc1 and Tc2 is supported. Nevertheless, the relevance to the
theories on classical melting is yet to be confirmed because
transitions involving hexatics [4–7,9], stripes/bubbles, and
microemulsions [8] are expected to be second order.

A parallelism appears between the thermal and electric
effects. There is a critical excitation where a threshold of
current is triggered. Meanwhile, there is second critical ex-
citation at a higher value above which the system attains the
same dynamic response of an isotropic liquid, independent of

T . The intermediate state is shown as the shaded region in
Fig. 4(c).

The dc-IV response is drastically altered if the carrier
density is above pc ∼ 4.6 × 109 cm−2. The dc-IV behavior
obtained at similar T shown in Fig. 4(d) is for 5 × 109 cm−2,
which is just slightly above pc. Threshold behavior dimin-
ishes completely and the differential resistance plummets to
1/20 000 of that for 3 × 109 cm−2 [Fig. 4(a)]. The inset
is the same plot shown on the same scales of Fig. 4(c),
which indicates a remarkable suppression of the resistance
across pc. Therefore, it provides further support to the critical
behavior shown in Fig. 2(a) as an indication of a phase tran-
sition driven by increasing interaction near a critical point of
rs ∼ 40.

The key findings of this study in terms of the discontinuity
in the thermal effect and the critical behavior are absent in
previous studies [11,15]. We offer two possible explanations.
(i) The signal excitation used in previous studies is beyond
the critical electric field, which is exceedingly small. (ii)
Tc1 (Tc2) is approximately 1/4 (1/3) of the classical melting
point Ec/127, which cannot be accounted for by quantum
fluctuations alone [30]. The suppression of Tc by disorder has
been recognized [9,31], which could render the Tc beyond
experimental reach.
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